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On the Weak Primitivity of Matrix Rings

WUHAN LEE

1. Introduction. Let R be a ring. If there exists a faithful modular maxima!

right ideal/of R, R is called primitive [1]. Let Rn be the ring of nxn matrices,

where n is a positive integer. E. C. Posner [5] proved that Rn is primitive if and
only if R is primitive. The author defines a ring R to be weakly primitive if and

only if there exists a faithful almost maximal right ideal I of R. The purpose of
this note is to prove that Rn is weakly primitive if and only if R is weakly

primitive, to mention that Rn is weakly transitive if and only if R is weakly

transitive.

In section 2, some necessary fundamental comcepts including almost maximal

right ideals, notations, and lemmas will be stated. In section 3, it will be proved

that the weak primitivity of R implies that of Rn. In section 4, conversely it will

be proved that the weak primitivity of Rn implies that of R. Finally it will be

concluded that the weak primitivity of Rn is equivalent to that of R, with applic

ations this fact as corollaries.

2. Preliminaries. Let I be a right ideal of a ring R. Then / is called faithful

if and only if R-1 is a faithful (right) R-module, i. e.,
[/ : R] ={rE RIRrCI}={O}.

Evidently for a ER,
[/: a] ={rE RlarE I}

is a right ideal of R. It is to see that
N(I)={rE RI r/CI}

is the largest subring of R in w~ich I is two-sided ideal. This subring N(l) is called

the normalizer of the right ideal I.

DEFINITION 1. A proper right ideal I of a ring R is called almost maximal if and

only if

(1) for right ideals hh, Jlnh=1 implies JI=/ or h=I, that is, I is meet

irreducible,

(2) afR and [I:a] -::;,1 implies a El,

(3) for a right ideal J such that I::::JI, N(l) n]":::JI holds and also a f R such
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that [J :a] dI, U:a]::JI holds.
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A ring R is a right order in a ring L with a unity if and only if R is a subring

f)f L, each regular (not zero divisor) element of L is a unit, and if q € L there exist

a regular element rE R and an element SE R such that, in L, q=srl.

Let M be a (right) R-module. Then M is called uniform if and only if every

pair of non-zero submodules of M has a non-zero intersection. A weakly transitive

ring of linear transformations is defined as follow;

DEFINITION 2. Let V be a left vector space over a division ring D and let R be

a ring of linear transformations of V. Consider V as a (right) R-module. Then R
is weakly transitive provided that there is a right order K in D and a (K, R)

submodule M of V such that M is uniform as a R-module, DM=V, and such that if

{m;};=t" is a finite D-linearly independent subset of M and if {Y;};=t" is a sequence

from M. then there exists rE R, k E K, k¥:O such that m;r=kYi, l~i~n.

Useful lemmas will be stated whose prooves are to be found in [3] and [4]

respectively.

LEMMA 1. Let I be an almost maximal right ideal of a ring R. Then M=R-I

is a uniform (right) R-module with centralizer K=N(l)/I, and M has the extended
centraUzer D [2] in which K is a right order, and M can be extended to a (D, R)

module V such that DM=V and such that R induces a weakly transitive ring of

linear transformations of the vector space V over D.

From the weak transitivity of this lemma, we draw a corollary which will be

used later.

COROLLARY. Let I be an almost maximal right ideal of a ring R. If o¥:t E I,
Ihen there exists an element b in R such that tbE N(I) and tb, I.

Proof. Since tf!, t.,.eo in M=R-I. For any non-zero R of K=N(l)/I, there

exists a non-zero" in K and an element b in R such that tb=n1i, which is naturally

not zero and belongs to K =N Cl)I I, according to the weak transitivity of LEMMA 1.

Hence tb EN(l) but tb t I.

LEMMA 2. If I is an almost maximal right ideal of a ring R and M=R-I,

then for each m EM, m.,.eO the right ideal

m'={r€ Rlmr=O}

is almost maximal.

3. Weak Primitivity of Rn. As stated in Introduction, we proceed to show that
the weak primitivity of R implies that of Rn.
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PROPOSITION 1. If there exists a faithful right ideal [ of R. then there exists

a faithful right ideal 1* of Rn.

Proof. Suppose I is a right ideal of R such that [I :R] =(0). Let

1*= {(rij)f R"lrkjf I. l~j~n}

for a fixed k. (Throughout this section k is a fixed positive integer.) Then 1* is a

right ideal of Rn. If (Sij)E [I*:Rn]. then Rn(sij)~I*. that is. rEkp(Sij)f 1* for all r

of R. 1~p~n. Therefore rSpj f I for all r of R. 1~j. p~n. namely. RSpj~I. Hence

Spj=O. 1~j. p~n. because [I: R] =(0). This means (Sij)=(O) and proves that

[1*: Rn] = (0). that is. 1* is faithful.

PROPOSITION 2. Let I be an almost maximal right ideal of R. and let

I*=={(TtIJc R.!rkjf I. 1~j~n}.

If ]*~I* for a right ideal ]* of Rn. then there exist two matrices Of Rn. /3f]* such

that /30f NU*) ,1]*. /3of 1*. that t's, NU*) n]*~I*, and pO is the form in which

every entity is 0 except the k-th column.

Proof. Let 13= (bij)f]*, /3t 1*. Then there exists bk' f R such that bk" I for some

s. 1~s~n. From Corollary. it follows that there exists an element dfR such that

bk,d f NU). bk,d t I. Let o=dE'k. Then /30f]*.
/30= E:;bi,dEik

i

and this matrix has the form in which every entity is 0 except the k-th column.

If a= (aij)f 1*, then (po)af 1* since the entities of the k-th row of (po)a:

bksdakl. bksdak2• ...• bk,dakn

are in I. Hence /30f N(I*). and 130,1* since bk,dt/.

PROPOSITION 3. Let I and 1* be the same as in Proposz'tion 2. and let hI':,
s= 1, 2, be right ideals of Rn such that f,*~I*. Then f1* (l,f2*~/*.

Proof. Let f,. s= 1, 2. be the set of (k. k)-entities of all matrices which belong

to f,*. s= 1. 2. Since it is clear that lef,. we show that lel,. Let /3sf f,*. Psf 1*.

Then, by the argument in the proof of Proposition 2. there exists a matrix Osf Rn

for each s such that the (k. k)-entity of 13,0, belongs to f, but not to I. Hence fs=I.

s== 1, 2. Ani consequently fl nh~I by the meet-irreducibility of I. Let tff 1 nh but

tf!. Then we can choose an element b f R such that tb f NU) but tbt/ by Corollary.

On the other hand. there exist matrices /3, f f,*. s== 1, 2, each of which is such that

the (k. k)-entity is equal to t. And we can suppose. in particular, its every entity

is 0 except the k-th row since /3, == (tij)f f,* can be written as

E:;tijEij= E:;tkjEkj+ E:;tijEij
It) J Jrk

where E:;tijEijf I*cf,*. Hence SI (bEkk) =/32(bEkk ) =tbEkk f fl*nf2*' but tbEkk f 1*.)".
This proves that fl*nf2*-:::JI*.
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PROPOSITION 4. Let I and 1* be the same as in proposition 2. If /3= (bij)€ R"

and [1*:/3] :::JI*, then /3€ 1*.
Proof. First we show that le [I :bkj]. 1;2I;jin. Let a € I. Then BaEjl.f 1* since

aEj1d*. 1;2.j;2.n. Hence bkja € I. i. e.. Ic [I :bkj], 1;2.j;2.n. From the hypothesis

[1*:/3] :::JI*. we can choose 1:= (t;j)f 1* such that /31:€ 1*. We assume that tk.f!. If

j-¥-k. then Btk.Ej1 € 1* since tkfEjl € 1*. Therefore tks dI :bk:;l. Hence [I :bkjl :::JI. If
j=k. /3(BtkjEkj)€ 1*. and bkktk. EI. since /31:€ 1*.

J

/31:= !3(BtkjEkj)+fJCBt;jEij).
j i;CJ

where BtijEij € 1* and fJBtijEij f 1*. Therefore tRl € [I :bkj]. Now it follows that
;#} j~j

[I: bkj] :::JI. 1;2.j;2.n. lIence bkj € I. 1;2.j;2.n. This proves that /3 E1*.

PROPOSITION 5. Let I and 1* be the same as in Proposition 2.

If ]*:::JI* for a right ideal]* of RH and tf [J*:/3] -;;;;;1*. then [J*:/31:::JI*.
Proof. Suppose /3= (b;j)€ R" such that fJI*cJ*. Assume bkk is in I and let

r=BCkjEkj, rf!*. Then /3r f I*c]*. since every entity of the k-th row of /3r is in
j

I. Hence [f*: fJ] :::JI*. Now assume bu t I. And let J be the set of (k. k)-eritities of

all matrices in J* whose entities are 0 except the k-th column. Then evidently J is

a right ideal of Rand J-;;;;;I. This inclusion is proper. i. e.; J:::JI. since there exists

a matrix (r;j)£O]*nN(I*). (r;j),I* such that Tij=O for j¥k. by Proposition2. Also

bkkIC,J. i. e.. [J :bkk] -:::21 since for every element a £0 I. aEkkf/*. /3aEkk f J*. and the

(k, k)-entity bua of /3aEkk is in J. Hence [f :bul-::JI. by the almost maximality of

I. Now we can choose cdJ:bkk1. cfl. Let r=cEkk. Then /3r£OJ*. i.e•• rd]*:,81
since bkkC is in J. But r t 1*. Hence agam [J*:/3l :::JI*.

It is clear that from Proposition I-PropositiOI15. the following theorem holds.

THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring and let RH be the ring of nxn matrices over R.
where n is a positive integer. Then the weak primitivity of R implies that· of RH'

4. Weak Primitivity of R. Before we proceed to show that the weak primitivity

{)f Rn implies that of R. we establish some properties.

LEMMA 3. Let J* be an almost maximal right ideal of Rn. Then there exists a
matrix r=b"pB/JP for some bp; f R and for some P. l;2.p;2.n. such that 1*= [J*: r] is
an almost maximal right ideal of RH. and rE N(I*), r t I*.

Proof. Suppose rEpq f J* for some rf R and for some P. q. l;2.P. q;2.n. Then

there exists a matrix Of Rn such that rEpq O€ N(J*). rEpq6']* by Corollary. Let

fJ=rEpqo1 then fJ is a matrix whose every entity is 0 except the p-th row. Now

let fJ=(bij) and r=bppE"", Then rf3=,8a-. Since 'N(J*)/f* is an integral domain.

/12 f J*. r/3f J*, thus rtJ*. Evidently I*={pt:: R"lrpt:: J*}= [f*:r] is a right ideal of
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R. and its almost maximality follows from Lemma 2.

To show rE N(I*). suppose pE 1*. Then rpE J* and. ;3(rp) is in J* since

;3E N(J*). But r 2 =;3r. and ;3rp=r2 p=r(rp). Hence rpE 1*. and rE N(I*).

Kow suppose rEl*. Then ;3r = rrE ]*, thus rdJ*: /3J. But r f J* and 13E N (J*).

Hence [J*:;3] ~]* and Sf]*. which is a contradiction. Therefore n I*.

LEMMA 4. Let r=bppE pp awl 1* be the same as in Lemma 3, and let 1 be the

set of (P, P)-entities of all matrices in I*. Then [ is a right ideal of Rand bpp ( [.

Proof. It is clear that 1 is a right ideal of R. 1'\ow assume bpp f I. Then we

can choose .0= (rij)f 1* with rpp=b pp • Now pr f 1* and

pr-bPl}JppEpp~ BripbppEiP'
i;::!p

But L:;ripbppEiP ( I* since r(BripbppEiP) =(O)f]*. Hence r 2
cc bppbppE pp f [*. Therefore

,~p l=P

rf [1*:rJ. But [I*:r]=:[* since rfN(l*). This is impossible because of Lemma 3.

PROPOSITION (~. Let I be the same as in Lemma 4. Then, for a right ideal] of

R s'lch that J=I, Ji:N(l)=1 holds.

Proof. Let rand 1* be the same as in Lamma 4. Choose an element r suC'h that

rE J. r ( [ and define ,o=rEpp. Then .of [*. Therefore there exsts :"'= (tij)f R" such

that P:"f N(I*) but pu 1* by Corollary.

First. we show that rtppf N(l). Let af I. Then there exists U=CS;j)f I* such

that spp=a. Now rUE 1* and

rU= (bppE pp) (L:;SijEij)
"}

=rCBSp/Ep/).
I

Hence r(Bsp/Ep/)f J* and Uo= BSptEpI f 1*. Therefore. since (pr)uo f 1* and
I I

(p-:)uo = (rE pp) (BtijEij) CL:;splEPI)
I,) I

= L:;rtppSpIE pi•
I

BrtppsplEPI E1*. Hence. in particular, rtppspp=rtppa f I. It follows that rtppl:;:;I.
I

that is, rt pp f N (I).

Next, to prove that rtpp ' I, suppose f1.=(mij)f 1* such that mpp=rt pp• Now f1.rf

1* and

f1.r= (BmijEij) (bppE pp)
"}

= mppbppEpp .. L::mipbppEiP.
,~p

and L::mipbppEiP f 1*. Therefore
I~P

is in 1*. But

({rr)r= (rE pp) (L:;tijEij ) (bppEpp)
i,J

=rtppbppEpp.
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Hence (pr)r€ 1*. that is. r€ [1* : pr]. But· rf 1* by Lemma 3. Therefore [1*: pr]
-:=Jl*, which is a contradiction to the fact that prf 1*. Hence rtppf l.

Now, we have proved that JnN{I)=>I.

REMARK: In the proof of Proposition 6, we notice that if r f I then there e.....dsts
an element t € R such that rt, I.

LEMMA 5. Let 1* and I be the same as in Lemma 4. And let

1**={(rij)€ Rnlrpj€ 1.1~t~n}.

Then I*=l**

Proof. To show that, l*cl**, suppose p= (r;j)£ 1*. Now p(rEjp)£ 1*, l~j~n.

and
p(rEjp) = Br;jrE;po

i

Hence rpj€1 forallrofR,l~j~n.By the above-mentioned Remark. rpj€l. l~;~n..
This proves that I*cI**.

Conversely. suppose that p= (ru)E 1**, that is.

are in I, but p= (rij)f 1*. Then there exists 'rE Rn such that pr€ N (1*), prf 1* by
Corollary. Let p7:=q=(s"j). Then Sppf 1; for, if fJ.=(mij)€ 1* with mpp=spp, then

mp;bppEpp=sp;bppEpp

is in 1* where r=bppEpp. by the argument in the proof of Proposition 6, conseqt:ently

(pr)r=qr E 1* by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4, leading to a contradiction

as in the proof of Proposition 6. On the other hand. evidently every entity of the

p-th row of pr=q is in 1. This is again a contradiction. Therefore we conclude

that p= (r;j)€ I*. namely, l**CI*.

The above result 1*= 1** will be used conviniently in the proof of the following,
proposition.

PROPOSITION 7. Let I be the same as in Lemma 4. Then

(l) I is meet-irreducible.

(2) [J :a] =:;1 for a right ideal J such that J-:=Jl and for an element a of R SUCH

that [J:a] ;;;;]1.

(3) a € R and [I :a] ~I implies tU 1.

Proof. (1) Assume J1 and b are right ideals of Rand J1=>[, h=:;I. Let
J.*= = {(r;j)f R"lrpjf Is, l~j~n}, s=l,2.

Then 11* and J2* are right ideals of Rn. And J.*-:=Jl*, since 1*= 1**, s= 1,2. Hence
J1*nI2*~1*, from which it follows easily that IlnI2=:;[, since I*=l**.

(2) If ]~l and a E R such that alC], let q=aEppo And let

]*={(r;j)£ RnlrpjE], l~j::§n}.
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Then ul*CJ* since I*=T**. It follows that [J*: 0'] ::JI* by the almost maximality

of 1*. Suppose r= (t;j)t: [J* : 0'], but 7:= (t;j)fP, that is, 7:= (t;j)f 1**. Then th~

p-th row of 0'7::

are in J. but t fro f 1 for some s. 12s2n. Hence rI : a] -::JI.

(3) Now suppose [I: a] -::JI and bt: [I: aLDf I. Let r=(cij)t: 1*. that is..

r=(ci;)t: 1**. Then

are in I. and

is in 1*=1** since

aCPh aC1>2, ... , aCp.

are in I. Hence aEppl*CI*. On the other hand,

aEppbEpp=abEpp

is in 1*=1** since abt: 1 by assumption. Hence

bEppd/*: aEpp],

bEppf 1*

since bf I. Therefore aEppt:I*. We have now at: I.

Now that we have established the existence of an almost maximal right ideal 1
of R, it suffices to show that 1 is faithful in order to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let R and Rn be the same as in Theorem 1. Then the weak-primit

iflity of Rn implies that of R.

Proof. Let J* be the faithful almost maximal right ideal of Rn and let M=Rn

- J* and a+J* t: M for any at:Rn• Since r=hppEppf J* where r is the same as in
Lemma 3. there exist p=(r;j)ER. and O'EN(J*) with O'fJ*, O'+J*EN(J*)/J*, such

that
(bppEpp+J*)p= (u+J*)(a-t J*)

by the weak transitivity in Lemma 1. Hence

a+J*= (0'+J*)-l(bppEpft+J*)p

=o(bppEppp+J*), 0= (U+J*)-l.

Let I and 1* be the same as in Lemma 4. If SE [I: R], then RsC/, and, in particular..

rp/>SE I. Hence rp/>SEppt:I*, since 1*=1'*-*. Now

(a+J*)(sEpp) = [O(rp+J*)] (sEpp)

or

Now since
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and r(rppsEpl1)fJ*. it follows that bpprppsEpp f J*, i. e•• bpprppsEpp+J*=1). Hence
o(bpprppSEpp+J*) =1)

or

asEpp+J*=O.

Therefore asEpp f J*, which means sEpp f [J*: Rn]. But by the faithfulness of . h,

[J*:Rn]=(0). Hence s=O and consequently [I:R] =(0). This proves I is faithful.

5. Conclusion. Now we can conclude as follow;

THEOREM 3. Let R be a ring and Rn be the ring of nxn matrices over R. where

n is a positive integer. Then Rn is weakly primitive if and only if R is weakly
primitive.

COROLLARY 1. Rn is weakly transitive zl and only zl R is weakly transitive.
Proof. This follows from the fact that a ring is weakly primitive if and only if

it is weakly transitive [3] •

COROLLARY 2. If Rn(resp. R) is weakly primitive then R (resp. Rn) is prime.
Proof. This follows the fact that a weakly primitive is prime [3] •
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